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Cultural landscapes represent the interface between nature and culture and exist due to the complex interactions between people and the environment over time. Since 1992, the World Heritage Committee has recognised ‘cultural landscapes’ as a category of site within the Convention’s Operational Guidelines. This addition marked a new approach that recognises the linkages between natural and cultural diversity, and acknowledges traditional and local management systems as appropriate forms of protection for globally significant heritage (Rössler, 2005). Eight-six properties, including five trans-boundary properties and one de-listed property have now been included as Cultural Landscapes on the World Heritage List.

Global analyses have now established that areas of high natural diversity co-occur with areas of high cultural diversity. This association between cultural and natural diversity is encapsulated in the term “biocultural diversity”, defined as the total variety exhibited by the world’s natural and cultural systems (Gorenflo et al., 2012). The term denotes three key concepts: (1) the diversity of life includes human cultures and languages; (2) biodiversity and cultural diversity share common links; and (3) these links have developed over time through mutual adaptation and possibly co-evolution. Biocultural diversity recognises that the communities in many world heritage sites are integral to shaping and maintaining biodiversity values—and exclusion of these communities may result in degradation of these values (Loh & Harmon, 2005). Nevertheless, the inter-linkages are not well understood—correlations between natural and cultural diversity could result from co-evolution, asymmetric causation, or other factors affecting both simultaneously. Further insight into these inter-linkages and the biocultural diversity produced through the culturally-embedded practices of associated communities is required to ensure the outstanding values of World Heritage sites are protected into the future.

Biocultural diversity in the Australian continent

In Australia, Indigenous peoples continue to practice land and sea management, often referred to as “caring for country” through a wide range of environmental and cultural heritage management activities. These activities reflect the holistic relationship between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander societies and their customary land and sea estates that have existed for at least 50,000 years (State of the Environment Committee, 2011; Hill et al., 2012a). Remote parts of Australia that have been
little modified by industrialisation, once considered “wilderness”, are now recognised as Indigenous cultural landscapes (Hill & Figgis, 1999). The “Vegetation Assets, States and Transitions” framework classifies vegetation by degree of human modification as a series of states, from intact native vegetation through to total removal (Lesslie et al., 2010). Those parts of Australia considered to contain residual native vegetation are shown in Figure 1. Apart from Australia’s southern territories (Macquarie and Heard Islands) that appear to have been unoccupied prior to the 19th century, all of Australia has been shaped, and continues to be in many areas, by Indigenous occupation and management practices. The areas shown as residual native vegetation on Figure 1 are more properly considered residual biocultural diversity.

Indigenous peoples in Australia have long argued that continuation of their presence, and their cultural practices, is vital to the health and well-being of both the land and sea (Rose, 1996). The Australian Government’s funding for Indigenous land and sea management, through programs like the Working on Country Rangers, and the Indigenous Protected Areas, is supporting a renaissance in Indigenous activities to protect and restore biocultural diversity. Indigenous groups all over the continent have responded to opportunities to apply for funds to support their activities on country (Figure 2). Indigenous people are leading collaborative approaches that support the integration of scientific and Indigenous knowledge in new, effective “two-way” management systems that address contemporary and emerging threats, including climate change and invasive species (Ens et al., 2012). Indigenous governance arrangements are critical here. Indigenous governance systems connect knowledge with rights—knowledge of story (such as dance, song, ceremony) points to the rights and relationships between the knowledge-holder and the country to which the story refers. Indigenous governance provides for the exercise of customary law authority that enables Indigenous peoples to develop innovation that deploys their Indigenous ecological knowledge while maintaining its integrity (Hill et al., 2012b). Therefore managing biocultural diversity and cultural landscapes requires both Indigenous knowledge and Indigenous governance.

Biocultural diversity in the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area

Within the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area (WTWHA), Aboriginal people have occupied the forests and shaped their biodiversity for at least 8000 years (Cosgrove et al., 2007). Twenty distinct tribal groups are recognised as holding traditional connections to the
Collaborative research with Kuku-Yalanji people, traditional owners of the northern third of the WTWHA has identified that their fire practices produce a fine-scale patterning on the heterogeneity of vegetation patterns over both space and time. These Indigenous fire management practices protected both fire-prone and fire-sensitive species, attracting animals, stimulating fruiting of plants, and making food sources abundant, convenient and predictable all year round (Hill et al., 1999; Hill et al., 2004). The influence of Kuku-Yalanji fire management is discernable in small patches of open forest that would otherwise be rainforest, in yam availability in rainforest margins protected from fires, in clusters of tree nuts species (e.g. Beilschmedia bancroftii) on water courses and close to campsites. Disruption to these Indigenous fire management practices is reflected in rainforest incursions in the previously fire-maintained open forest patches, reducing the overall landscape and plant species diversity. The reapplication of Indigenous knowledge and practices is required to reverse this trend (Hill & Baird, 2003).

Biocultural diversity: implications for World Heritage areas

World Heritage Cultural Landscapes recognise linkages between natural and cultural diversity, and acknowledge traditional and local management systems as appropriate forms of protection for globally significant heritage (Rössler, 2005). Recognition of biocultural diversity is consistent with cultural landscapes but with a nuanced difference: traditional and local management systems are identified as not just appropriate but essential to maintain globally significant heritage. Currently, few of Australia’s World Heritage Areas recognise both cultural and natural outstanding universal values (these include Kakadu, Uluru-Kata Tjuta and Willandra Lakes). Australian World Heritage sites that are known to have been densely occupied by Indigenous peoples for millennia, whose associations continue today, include the Wet Tropics, Great Barrier Reef, Ningaloo Coast, Purnululu, and others. An assessment of these sites from the perspective of biocultural diversity is clearly critical to identify inter-linkages and potential inter-dependencies between the “natural” heritage being protected, and the cultural practices of the associated Indigenous peoples. Ongoing attrition of the very “natural” values for which the sites are listed may result from a lack of appropriate support for the Indigenous-driven cultural-natural inter-linkages that shape these landscapes.

Biocultural diversity assessment is a growing area of endeavour. Traditional Owners in north Queensland, together with CSIRO, the Queensland Government and James Cook University have recently established the Tropical Indigenous Ethnobotany Centre to support Indigenous-driven applications of Indigenous cultural knowledge and practices (Hill et al., 2011b). Globally, biocultural community protocols are gaining recognition as providing a positive framework for assessments of biocultural diversity (Argumedo and the Potato Park Communities, 2011). Assessment and Indigenous-driven knowledge integration activities are a critical first step in understanding the relationships between biocultural diversity and protection of outstanding universal values in world heritage sites. However, protecting biocultural diversity requires appropriate Indigenous governance arrangements that will enable engagement of Indigenous knowledge and cultural practices into environmental management. Indigenous co-governance in World Heritage, through Indigenous...
Protected Areas and other effective collaborative approaches that recognise Indigenous peoples’ rights, interests and roles are necessary to underpin biocultural diversity management (Hill et al., 2011a).

The future: keeping the outstanding exceptional

Biocultural diversity adds a new perspective on World Heritage Cultural Landscapes; one that requires a shift from accepting traditional and local management systems as not just appropriate but potentially essential to maintain globally significant heritage. Excitingly, biocultural diversity is now being recognised as a key contributor to local processes of innovation through biocultural design that can explicitly meet communities’ contemporary aspirations for sustainable development (Davidson-Hunt et al., 2012). Biocultural diversity assessment and management is potentially a creative arena for catalysing synergies between protecting natural and cultural values, and meeting the pressing development needs of local and Indigenous peoples who inhabit virtually all sites of high natural heritage value globally. We recommend further investigation of biocultural diversity assessment and Indigenous co-governance, as a key means of keeping the outstanding exceptional in World Heritage Areas for now and the future.
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Figure 2: Investments in Indigenous projects on-country 2002-03 through to 2011-12, predominantly funded by the Australian Government with the balance from Queensland government and philanthropic sources. (The project investment figures underestimate total investment as the data were sourced only from online sites and documents, and data was not readily available for state/territory investments, other than Queensland, and for other potential investment sources across corporate, research and private providers). Source: Hill et al. 2012a
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